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PLSS Update 

BLM Continues to conduct updates on federal lands 
v  Adding density and content in areas of special surveys for 

example mineral claims and small holding claims 
v  Improving data on Indian Reservations and in special 

project areas such as proposed mineral withdrawals and 
sage brush protection areas 

v  Adding control and new surveys 

The Parcel Fabric is the PLSS maintenance tool and 
migration to the format for the parcel fabric is ongoing 



PLSS Update 

Parcel Fabric Migration 
v  Completed for all western states except California, Idaho, 

and the Dakotas 
v  Oregon/Washington and Alaska are not in the current 

migration schedule 
v  Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota completed 
v  Florida is in progress 
v  Arkansas, Missouri, Mississippi are next 

PLSS CadNSDI continues to be the publication format 
v  Change Management Team is an active group providing 

guidance on the use and application of the standards in the 
Parcel Fabric and the PLSS CadNSDI 



BLM Navigator 

PLSS CadNSDI Publication on Navigator is nearly 
complete 

v  Metadata guidelines and procedures are completed and 
most states have developed publishing metadata 

v  Nationalcad.org link points to navigator where data are 
available  



BLM Navigator 



BLM Navigator 

Last	year	an	Interim	Solu1on	PLSS	Map	Service	was	put	
in	place	un1l	the	official	BLM	Na1onal	Cadastral	
Reference	was	stood	up	in	BLM	GIS	External	Produc1on	
ArcGIS	Server.		As	of	July	15,	2017	the	feature	service	is	
fully	deployed.	
	
BLM	Na1onal	PLSS	CadNSDI	
hMps://gis.blm.gov/arcgis/rest/services/Cadastral/
BLM_Natl_PLSS_CadNSDI/MapServer	





BLM Navigator 

hMps://navigator.blm.gov/home	

You	have	to	
type	in	
something	to	
begin	your	
search.	PLSS	
is	a	good	
start	



Searching Navigator 

Keywords:	
PLSS	or	
CadNSDI	
or	
State	
Name	
	

Each	pos1ng	
is	the	full	
geodatabase	



This	is	a	search	
by	loca1on	–	
the	BLM	state	
offices	are	
listed	and	the	
data	sets	for	
each	state	
office	are	then	
listed.	
The	map	is	
informa1onal	
but	is	not	a	
search	input.	
There	are	
advanced	
searches	on	
format,	date,	
etc.	



Surface Management Agency 

Joel Harrington (Washington Office) is the new lead for 
this data set 
Long term plans will integrate and update the PAD-US 
data set with ongoing coordination with the Census 
Bureau. 
 



Wildland Fire Support 

Completed collection of available Alaska Data Sets 
Completed analysis of critical counties for wildland fire 
data sets 
Continuing to provide support for data out reach, 
collection, review, and WFDSS integration 



Partnerships 

Utah –  
v  shared PLSS editing and update 
v  compiles and publishes surface ownership data 

Montana –  
v  State is currently making updates but this will likely 

transition to a shared effort 
Nebraska and New Mexico–  

v  beginning discussions on shared maintenance 
Eastern States 

v  Louisiana will provide geo-referenced plats for data set 
updates 

v  Other states are collecting control to update data sets 


